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Equality and NonDiscrimination in International
Human Rights Law
Li-ann Thioa

“Equality and non-discrimination” law, much of which impinges on cultural
traditions and religious sensitivities, are matters warranting robust public
discussion—which is preferable to invoking equality to sneak in a privileged
ethic while pretending to be agnostic about the common good. Within a global
setting in which fundamental value divergences are acute, it is important to
recognise a global margin of appreciation in interpreting contested rights
claims and protecting a range of acceptable practices to vindicate the values
of pluralism, subsidiarity, and democratic will. No global body is authorised
to impose a diktat over a morally charged controversy with a far-reaching
social agenda, disregarding the agreement of states and national democratic processes.
This Special Report will examine the original understanding underlying “non-discrimination” in article 2 and associated articles of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). It will examine how
these have evolved through the expansive and contested interpretations of human rights bodies as a method of standard-setting, which
has been criticized as advancing a subjective ideological agenda, and
the problems this has caused when situated against the existing corpus
of human rights norms. Policy recommendations are offered with
a view to maintain the integrity of international human rights laws,
which remains the dominant, if troubled, contemporary language of
global morality.
The principle of “non-discrimination” is a key provision in the UDHR,1
serving both as a foundational principle that informed the reading of all
other human rights in the UDHR—as well as a substantive right itself. Article 2 of the UDHR reads:
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Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration,
without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.
Furthermore, no distinction shall be made on the basis of the political, jurisdictional or international status of the country or territory to which a person
belongs, whether it be independent, trust, non-self-governing or under any
other limitation of sovereignty.

During much of the UDHR drafting process, it was intertwined with
“equality,” both being “two sides of the coin.2 Eventually, “non-discrimination” was disentangled from “equality” and found expression in a “strong
and lean”3 article 2, which applies only to UDHR rights. The concept of
“equality” took up residence under UDHR article 7, which reads: “All are
equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to equal
protection of the law. All are entitled to equal protection against any discrimination in violation of this Declaration and against any incitement to
such discrimination.”
The second paragraph of article 7 of the UDHR only applies to UDHR
rights, while the first prohibits “discrimination of any kind.”4 Egalitarian
values permeate the other substantive articles,5 as did framing other rights
in terms of “everyone” and “no one.”
Article 1 of the UDHR declares that “all human beings” as “members
of the human family are “born free and equal in dignity and rights.” This
supports the inherence theory of rights, without specifying any philosophical basis, whether the Judeo-Christian concept of imago Dei or humanist
Kantian precepts.6 It clearly rejects racial discrimination, such as Aristotle’s
view that some people were slaves by nature7 and Nazi Aryanism, which
necessitated article 2.8 While earlier human rights documents addressed
the “Rights of Man,”9 the UDHR was not a sexist document. Originally, article 1 read “[a]ll men,” but was later altered, through the activism of delegates
Bodil Begtrup of Denmark and Hansa Mehta of India to read “[a]ll human
beings.”10 Drafting debates also demonstrated a concern about the economic
privileges associated with feudal orders.11

Minority Rights Treaties as Prologue
Two primary ways the UDHR radically departed from its precursors are
reflected in article 2.
Universality of Human Rights. First, it universalized the application
of human rights to all persons everywhere. This is reflected in the first
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paragraph of article 2 that all persons are entitled to all UDHR rights “without
distinction of any kind.” Previously, human rights instruments in the form of
the minority treaties underwritten by the League of Nations were confined
to protecting ethno-cultural minority groups in certain selected European
states emerging out of the dissolution of the Austro-Hungarian empire.
This inter-war experiment held states accountable for the treatment of
persons within their jurisdictions by empowering any League of Nations
member to draw the League of Nations Council’s attention to a treaty infraction and by providing that treaty-related disputes could be referred to the
Permanent Court of International Justice. It was believed that minority
issues would be “depoliticized” by being removed from the sphere of diplomatic relations to that of “law” and impartial third-party resolution,
minimizing the interference of powerful states in the internal affairs of
weaker ones.
One might recognize in this mechanism of providing international
accountability through a permanent monitor the infrastructural design
for the modern human rights regime, although this was flawed in various
aspects. It was selectively applied only to those European states like Poland
or Czechoslovakia who were “beholden” to the Principal Allied Powers for
their territorial gains; these states were disgruntled12 because they felt they
were treated unequally in being subjected to international supervision,
compared to other European states. Indeed, Switzerland was celebrated
for its treatment of the “minorities question” through its focus on common
political ideals shared by all citizens, distinct from the German ideology of
defining political community by blood (Volkstrum).13
The prototype of these treaties was the Polish Minority Treaty,14 in which
the rights of “Polish nationals belonging to racial, religious or linguistic
minorities” were recognized as “obligations of international concern.”
However, while provisions like article 7 referenced the equality of “all
inhabitants of Poland” under the law, the international mechanism only
applied to members of minorities with grievances. While “equality and
non-discrimination” found “judicial recognition”15 in these minority treaties, the UDHR applied this more broadly to individuals qua human beings,
irrespective of membership in a minority group.
Territorial Status. Second, the second paragraph of article 2 affirmed
that UDHR rights were to be enjoyed wherever a person lived, regardless
of territorial status. The reference to “non self-governing territories”16 was
designed to ensure that the UDHR included people living in colonies. This
is important, considering that article 22 of the League of Nations Covenant provided for civilizationally superior states to “tutor” the “backward”
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people of mandated territories, as a “sacred trust of civilization” until their
people were deemed ready for independence. Although mandatory powers
were obliged to make annual progress reports to the Permanent Mandates
Commission, to be under tutelage connoted the inferior status of a ward, not
a co-equal sovereign nation. This scheme sought to mitigate the rapacity
of colonialism; however, grading peoples into degrees of being “civilized”
cultivated resentment. This was rejected with the advent of the peoples’
right of self-determination, which gained momentum in the 1960s, when
“the subjection of peoples to alien subjugation, domination and exploitation”
was declared to violate fundamental human rights.17 Notably, some of the
colonial and Allied Powers long resisted the inclusion of racial-equality
clauses in general instruments like the League of Nations Covenant and
U.N. Charter proposed by Asian and other leaders18 for fear that this would
delegitimate colonial rule or race-based immigration policies such as Australia’s “White Australia” policy.19
Today, it is accepted that many of the non-binding UDHR standards20
have attained the status of customary international law (CIL).21 They
have also been embedded in the major human rights treaties, and their
influence is evident in the ubiquity of equality and non-discrimination in
constitutions globally. The general human rights corpus today is grounded
on the “International Bill of Rights” consisting of the UDHR and the
1966 Covenants on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR). These covenants give expression
to UDHR standards and elaborate upon them. Subsequently, topic-specific multilateral treaties dealing with the elimination of specific forms of
discrimination as they relate to race, women, and disabled persons were
adopted. Discrimination was also addressed in numerous non-binding
declarations in relation to religious intolerance; indigenous people; and
national, ethnic, cultural, religious, and linguistic minorities.22 Equality
and non-discrimination also feature prominently in regional human
rights instruments.23
The Inter-American Court of Human Rights, a regional human rights
court24 declared “equality and non-discrimination” to be jus cogens.
Thus, its status as a foundational human rights principle is unquestioned.
However, the dynamic concept of equality, like liberty, is an open-textured term whose content is elusive. There are varied conceptions and
formulations of equality and a range of grounds or personal characteristics on which basis discrimination is prohibited in law and policy, all
carrying different human rights implications in terms of proscribed and
prescribed conduct. 25
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The Challenges of Formal Equality
Formal equality does not address the substantive content of the law
but focuses on treating like alike in terms of burden and privilege. It
proscribes unequal treatment of persons within the same class, while
permitting treating what is unlike differently. All moral and legal arguments can be framed in the form of an argument for equality. Equality is,
as Peter Westen forcefully argued,26 “an empty vessel with no substantive
moral content of its own.” It is parasitic on an anterior moral standard; the
bare invocation of “equality” provides no moral guidance on permissible
differentiation.
Every substantive equality claim27 draws content from a particular philosophical view of equality, justice, and human flourishing, which determines
what differences are relevant and warrant equal or different treatment.
None of these are uncontroversial. Substantive equality has led to dissimilar
treatment through positive action or methods like quotas and special rights
to remove systemic barriers or stereotypes that disadvantage particular
groups in terms of their participation in political and economic life. The goal
may be to prevent status harms and to secure equality of result in terms of
welfare and “equal respect and concern”28 in terms of equality as lifestyle
for all social groups.
The question then is, as a matter of international human rights law, what
is the content of “equality and non-discrimination” and who may authoritatively determine this, particularly when morally controversial issues are
involved? In an age of identity politics, these principles have become staples
in legal and political discourse, shifting away from common humanity by
positing a privileged class and a disadvantaged class and prescribing a project of achieving “equality” between them.
From the original focus on combatting racial discrimination, various
social agendas, particularly those based on sexuality issues that blur status
and conduct, have been polarizing and divisive. While gaining traction
amongst a coalition of U.N. experts and officials, supportive states, and
non-governmental organizations, the sexuality agenda also attracts strong
criticism and rejection. For example, the African Group stated at a Human
Rights Council discussion on sexual orientation and gender identity (SOGI)
issues that:
[W]e take strong exception to any attempt to try to distort the noble
cause of fighting racism to promote and advocate specific forms of unacceptable social behaviour falling outside the scope of internationally agreed
human rights norms and protection….[S]uch attempts are condescending
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and disoriented, as they constitute a form of imposition of cultural values
on others, and undermine the very notion of human rights and their
universality. 29
There is no universally accepted, univocal conception of equality and
non-discrimination in a plural world. Norms must be rationally justified—
not merely asserted—and enjoy broad support. Equality is not an absolute
value and, in particular contests of applications, conflicts between competing rights and goods may arise. Classifications that satisfy tests such as
reasonableness, necessity, or proportionality30 may be considered legitimate in various forums in determining how much “equality” is required.
Ultimately, the just interpretation and implementation of human rights
requires “sensitivity to cultural diversity and the validity of other ends.”31

Historical Intent: Underlying Philosophy
and Relevant UDHR Articles
The UDHR elaborated upon the United Nations (U.N.) Charter’s commitment to “human rights and fundamental freedoms” for all “without
distinction as to race, sex, language or religion.”32 This list of four prohibited
categories is the only way the U.N. Charter gave content to human rights,33
aside from the “principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples,” which refer to a collective entity. While the list of prohibited grounds
expanded in subsequent texts and the jurisprudence of quasi-judicial and
judicial bodies, the focus for the first 30 years of the U.N. Charter was on
racial discrimination, given issues like U.S. segregationist policies, apartheid
in South Africa, and the Indian caste system. 34
To ascertain what model of equality and non-discrimination is espoused,
the UDHR must be read holistically, not discretely, as an integrated document.35 Articles 1 and 2 have a descriptive function in seeking to guarantee
human rights through an equality paradigm applicable to all members of the
human family. Article 1 speaks positively of the reason and conscience all
humans share, while article 2 is framed negatively as proscription. Equality
is not just a right but reinforces the very universality of rights, as everyone
is a human rights beneficiary. The U.N. Charter and International Bill of
Rights36 “devote more attention” to preventing discrimination than any
other single category of human rights.37 Freedom from discrimination has
been called “the most fundamental of the rights of man...the starting point
of all other liberties” and an “indispensable element of the very notion of
the rule of law.”38
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UDHR Articles 2 and 7: Fused and Later Separated
Article 2 of the UDHR principle of non-discrimination is violated when
differential treatment is accorded to an individual or group on the basis of
personal characteristics. Any item in article 2 can be used to interpret other
UDHR articles. For example, a person cannot be barred from the article 21
right of participation in government on the basis of language.
What UDHR article 7 added to the principle of non-discrimination was
positive state obligations to protect individuals from discrimination by
ensuring equality before the law and the equal protection of the law, as
well as protection from incitement to discrimination. 39 It creates a separate right not to be discriminated against, including rights not mentioned
in the UDHR.
Given the UDHR’s individual-centric orientation, there is no minority-rights clause. However, it was thought that article 2, in referencing race,
color, language, and national origin would provide a “strong protective wall
around membership in ethnic, cultural and linguistic minority groups.”40
These adjectives describe the only groups currently recognized as “minority
groups” in international law, rejecting a more sociological approach
under which any numerical minority could be considered a minority for
legal purposes.41
The UDHR’s drafting history42 shows that article 2 shared a common
origin with article 7. Originally, both were fused in a single draft provision authored by John P Humphrey,43 divided, merged again,44 and then
finally found expression as two separate articles.45 Both use the prohibition
against discrimination in slightly different ways.46 Rene Cassin47 redressed
Humphrey’s over-emphasis on non-discrimination and discounting of
the accountability component of “equality before the law,”48 by fashioning a separate article with the emphasis on equality before the law, which
was removed from the first sentence of draft article 2. He thought that
both articles contained similar, but not identical, ideas: Article 2 was the
“non-dynamic part of the equality package,”49 while what became article 7
sought to implement and translate the principle into practical reality by
granting everyone legal protection against discrimination within his or her
own country.50
UDHR Article 2 lists 10 protected categories, which goes beyond the
four grounds mentioned in the U.N. Charter. To combat the fascist, racist
Nazi denial of equality, the Communist delegates insisted upon adopting
the prohibition against discrimination as a “drafting principle” that would
“deeply affect the meaning of every article they wrote.”51 Their intent was
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to ensure the UDHR was “a secular document,”52 acceptable to persons
from all religious and non-religious persuasions. The use of terms “such as,”
which preceded the list, was meant to demonstrate the exemplary rather
than exhaustive nature of the list:53 “no inequality could be justified on the
basis that the given distinction was not specifically mentioned in this article.”54 Nonetheless, article 2, paragraph 1 does not establish a “general rule
of equality but only of equality in regard to” UDHR rights. Article 2 does
not establish “the right to equal treatment as a human right, but only as a
principle of the Declaration.”55
During the drafting process before the Sub-Commission for the Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities (SCPDPM) for example,
the Indian delegate, Minocheher Masani, proposed adding “color.” The
last three items, “property, birth or other status,” at the end of the first
paragraph of UDHR article 2 were discussed in depth.56 In particular,
“other status” would seem to encompass any possible basis for distinction,
although article 2 itself is confined to UDHR rights—unlike article 7, which
is broader in reach, similar to article 26 of the ICCPR.
The origins of these terms are worth examining. Before the SCPDPM,
Soviet Delegate Alexander Borisov proposed including “property status or
national or social origin,”57 clarifying that “national origin” meant national
characteristics rather than state citizenship (nationality).58 There was some
contestation over including “property status,” as the U.K. and U.S. representatives thought “property” should be deleted, leaving “status,” which they
considered inclusive enough.

Discussions of Property, Birth, and
Other Status in the UDHR
The Soviets considered “property status” necessary as it could affect how
other UDHR rights, like the equal right to education, would be enjoyed, as
the poor in many countries receive no education or inferior education. The
intent was to ensure equal rights for the rich and poor, regardless of economic wealth.
In a later drafting session, Ukraine representative Michael Klekovin
wanted to insert the concept of soslovie (class or social status) after “property status.” While the concept was discussed, no English equivalent could be
identified. The Ukrainian proposal was directed against feudal class privilege,
which was determined by birth, not wealth.59 Klekovin accepted the Chinese
representative PC Chang’s proposal to add the word “or other” between the
words “property” and “status”, to read “property or other status.”
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Soviet delegate Alexei Pavlov later proposed before the Third Committee
that the word “class” be added after “property or other status,” explaining that the U.S.S.R. amendment aimed to abolish economic privileges
certain groups enjoyed in feudal Europe. While Rene Cassin thought that
“property or other status” covered these concerns, he supported the inclusion of “class.”
The Chairwoman of the Human Rights Commission, American First
Lady Eleanor Roosevelt, observed that the Commission added the words
“or other” to the original phrase “property status” to accommodate views
like that of Pavlov’s.60 A small drafting committee proposed that the Russian
version of article 2 should contain the world “soslovie”; its literal translation in English should be “estate,” but instead, the term “birth,” rather than
“class,” would be used in the English version. Thus “birth” in article 2 was
designed to prohibit discrimination “on the basis of inherited legal, social
and economic differences” in the enjoyment of all UDHR rights. Morsink
noted that many of the drafters understood and accepted this call for “a
far-reaching egalitarianism.”61 Thus, the reference to “birth” in article 2
prohibited discrimination based on socio-economic factors, distinct from
the “metaphysical and moral meaning” 62 of birth under article 1.63
The importance of the specific meaning of “birth,” which was vigorously
debated, was evident in criticism directed at the style committee for shifting
the placement of “birth” from the end of the list (when it was associated
with the later social and economic items) to the middle (when it was associated with “race, sex, language and religion”). Soviet delegate Alexander E.
Bogomolov said such placement deprived “birth” of its intended meaning,
rendering it ambiguous or having biological implications. Eventually, “birth”
was restored to its original place and context, thereby also restoring “its
original meaning of (mostly inherited) social and economic privileges.”64
In other words, the term “other status” originally was designed to address
inherited economic privileges.

Post-UDHR Developments and International
Human Rights Standard-Setting
In 1966, the ICCPR65 and ICESCR66 were open for ratification and
entered into force in 1976. Article 2(1) of the ICCPR and Article 2(2) of the
ICESCR are non-discrimination clauses under which state parties guarantee the enjoyment of covenant rights “without distinction of any kind, such
as” (ICCPR) and “without discrimination of any kind as to” (ICESCR) the
10 prohibited grounds listed in article 2 UDHR.67 General Comment No. 20
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of the ICESCR Committee observed the use of “other status” indicated the
changing nature of discrimination over time to include grounds comparable
to expressly recognized grounds. This process involves value judgements.68
Article 2 of the covenants express the principle that “the implementation
of human rights under international law is primarily a domestic matter,”
reflected in the exhaustion of domestic remedies rule. International implementation “is essentially limited to the supervision of domestic measures
by political, quasi-judicial or judicial organs.”69 Article 2 of the ICCPR has
an “accessory character” and can only be violated in conjunction with the
concrete exercise of any Covenant right which gives rise to state duties; it
does not establish “independent subjective rights.”70 The covenant does
not treat equality and non-discrimination as absolute values as covenant
rights draw distinctions: Article 6(2) of the ICCPR prohibits imposing the
death sentence on persons under 18 or pregnant women; article 25 confines rights of political participation to citizens; while article 2(3) of the
ICESCR allows developing countries to distinguish between nationals and
non-nationals in granting economic rights. Both covenants contain articles
that specifically mention equality.71 Article 27 of the ICCPR recognizes the
rights of persons belonging to ethnic, religious, or linguistic minorities to
individually or communally enjoy “their own culture, to profess and practice their own religion, or to use their own language.” The adjectives qualify
and identify which minority groups have rights under the covenant, and
General Comment No. 23 recognizes that state parties need to undertake
positive measures to ensure this right is not violated.72 These provisions
make non-discrimination the “dominant single theme” in the ICCPR.73
Like UDHR article 7, ICCPR article 26 is an autonomous right to equality that applies to rights not mentioned in the covenant.74 While “equality
before the law” relates to enforcing laws, “equal protection of the law”
directs the legislature not to enact discriminatory laws, and may entail a
positive duty to enact special measures75 with possible horizontal effects on
others, for example, in the workplace.76 Article 26 explicitly lists grounds
of prohibited discrimination by guaranteeing “all persons equal and effective protection against discrimination on any ground such as race, colour,
sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin,
property, birth or other status.”77 These “especially reprehended personal
criteria” run “an increased risk of a violation of the prohibition of discrimination”78 and may help to establish or disprove the reasonableness of a
classification.
Article 26 of the ICCPR obliges states to take active measures against
discrimination. Both ICCPR articles 2 and 26 prohibit discrimination only
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where distinctions are unsupported by reasonable and objective criteria
79
or where there is no need to secure compelling social values. As such,
determining whether there is discrimination and what is reasonable must
be done on a case-by-case basis, and this “depends on subjective value
judgements as well as on the respective cultural, religious and social traditions of different societies.”80 For example, a system of progressive taxation
requiring people in higher income brackets to pay more taxes does not violate ICCPR article 26, serving the legitimate purpose of equitable wealth
distribution.
Nonetheless, the unclear meaning and boundaries of the right of substantive equality in article 26 of the ICCPR is such that the article remains
“extremely controversial” with respect to its historical background and interpretation given its “potentially great explosive force.”81 The Netherlands
considered denouncing the ICCPR and re-ratifying it with a reservation
to article 26 in response to a Human Rights Committee (HRC) decision
relating to equality of women.82 As prevailing social views are not always
determinative of what is reasonable, the question of who decides whether
a rule is reasonable “may be as significant as the test for what constitutes
discrimination.”83
Within the U.N. regime, specialist human rights treaties and declarations
have been adopted that expand on prohibited grounds of discrimination,
including age, disability, nationality, and sexuality, and embracing a complex
range of factors including identity, belief, and behavior. Some monitoring
bodies have advocated controversial implementation methods, as when
the HRC endorsed reverse discrimination through reserved seat quotas in
elected local bodies for women and reserved elected positions for certain
castes in India.84
Unlike the 1966 covenants,85 topic-specific human rights treaties
have described what “discrimination’ constitutes.”86 These treaties have
expanded upon the specific obligations “equality and non-discrimination”
entail,’87 such as positive action, including temporary affirmative action, to
eradicate sexual stereotypes (Convention on Elimination of Discrimination
Against Women [CEDAW], article 5), or to correct historical injustices. The
CEDAW targets both direct and indirect discrimination. The Committee on
Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD) condemned segregation as
discrimination,88 while the CEDAW committee issued recommendations
treating violence against women as systemic discrimination.89
Discrimination is addressed through methods like education and laws
criminalizing the advocacy of racial or religious hatred, as article 20 of the
ICCPR requires. The Convention on Rights of Persons with Disabilities
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seeks to promote equal treatment when possible, while respecting the
different needs of the disabled by requiring states under article 5(3) to
“ensure that reasonable accommodation” is provided. These treaties recognize that adopting special measures to accelerate de facto equality do not
constitute discrimination, which goes beyond viewing equality and non-discrimination as largely “last resort procedural provisions,”90 in embracing a
substantive conception.

Developments and Trends: Juridical Status
and Interpretive Disagreement
While there are core equality and non-discrimination provisions in
primary international human rights instruments, their variable formulation and interpretation has “led” to a spectrum of different results.”91 They
contain open-textured terms like “any social condition” or “other status,”
catch-all clauses to potentially accommodate any distinction, and which
could be abused. This gives rise to the problem of who should decide what
constitutes a category of prohibited discrimination and on what basis? Typical of U.N. human rights monitoring bodies, the Human Rights Committee
has found that the list of prohibited grounds under article 26 of the ICCPR
was not closed and that “nationality” was covered under “other status.”92
In one of the great controversies of our time, discrimination on the basis
of sexual orientation or preference has been enlisted before domestic courts
and international forums in matters relating to laws criminalizing homosexual conduct, efforts to equalize the age of consent regarding heterosexual
and homosexual conduct,93 and same-sex marriage. Such issues may be
characterized as a matter of public morality to be determined by elected
legislatures or as implicating justiciable constitutional rights to equality
or privacy. Although a constitutional right in some jurisdictions, the claim
that prohibiting discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation is an
international (as opposed to regional) human right is a contested one. The
suggestion that equality arguments can add “decisive weight” to complex
legal debates by helping “to depoliticize issues or at least to make them more
politically digestible”94 is somewhat disingenuous. This is to use equality
rhetorically, in the sense that no one wants to be against “equality”—but it
evades the need to justify an alternative ethic privileged under the guise
of equality.
While the substantive issues concerning rights based on sexual orientation will continue to be debated globally, we must resort to the test of
international legality and the doctrine of sources to ascertain whether a
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putative norm has acquired the status of international law (lex lata) or
whether it remains a political claim/soft law (lex ferenda).

Customary Human Rights Law
In order to be recognized as a matter of customary international law, a
putative norm must have both “extensive and virtually uniform”95 state
practice and opinio juris, a sense of legal obligation by states as distinct from
comity, tradition, or expediency.
In proving consistency of practice, the sample size cannot be selective.
For example, the Singapore High Court upheld the constitutionality of a
law criminalizing homosexual conduct by males, attributing no weight to
jurisdictions that decriminalized homosexual conduct and the positions
of international and regional organizations. What is adopted elsewhere
may not be suitable in Singapore. While Canada and the United States have
decriminalised homosexual conduct, other countries continue to criminalise it “such as Botswana, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Tanzania, Yemen and
the Solomon Islands.”96
These divergent approaches do not demonstrate the “extensive and virtually uniform” practice required for a norm to attain CIL status. Indeed, the
evidence indicates that a significant number of states do not consider there
to exist a binding international legal obligation to decriminalise homosexual conduct, given their retention of laws criminalising sodomy. This points
to the lack of international legal status of a putative norm prohibiting the
criminalisation of sodomy, which is at best lex ferenda, not lex lata.97
Even if a CIL norm evolves with the support of most states, it may not
apply to a persistent objector state.98 When a CIL norm is opposed by a state,
the issue is what rank it receives within a monist or dualist municipal legal
systems, whether it is superior, co-equal, or inferior to the constitution and
statutes, for example. In a monist system, a CIL may be directly received as
part of the national legal system and may be applied by a court for various
purposes, such as to influence interpretation or to ground a cause of action.
However, the automatic reception of a CIL norm within the domestic
legal system does not settle the rank a CIL norm may enjoy within a municipal system. It may carry the same or greater weight than statutes or the
common law (case law). In a dualist system that emphasizes national sovereignty and self-determination, CIL is not automatically part of domestic law,
but must first be incorporated into national law—such as through express
judicial recognition and acceptance or a statutory enactment—in order to
have legal effect. There is no uniform global approach on how international
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law is ranked within a domestic legal system, whether it has constitutional,
statutory, or common law status,99 such that close attention must be paid
to the context.

Controversial Claims Based on Sexual Orientation
While equality and non-discrimination may be a foundational human
rights principle, a controversial interpretation of it involving discrimination
on the basis of sexual orientation does not command universal consensus
that it enjoys legal status. A global examination of national approaches
demonstrates widespread dissent both within and between states and
between inter-governmental organisations.
Within the U.N. regime, the creation of the controversial mandate of the
U.N. Independent Expert on Protection against violence and discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity (SOGI) met robust
resistance. In particular, the lack of clarity of the vague terms of “sexual
orientation” and “gender identity,” which were not enshrined in international law, was such that member states were concerned that the mandate
could not be carried out fairly.100 Political strategies to mainstream the SOGI
agenda within the U.N. human rights regimes include groups of states issuing joint statements before the Human Rights Council, rather than risking
defeat by introducing it as a resolution for the U.N. General Assembly to
vote on. The latter may be met by counter-resolutions.101 High level U.N.
bureaucrats102 actively support the SOGI agenda, and some states use the
Universal Periodic Review process to draw attention to SOGI issues.103

The Absence of Consensus Around New SOGI-Based Rights
For every Council of Europe recommendation to combat SOGI discrimination,104 there is a competing view that the attempts to add SOGI as
protected categories to international treaties does not, in fact, seek equal
treatment—but instead seeks special rights for a specific group of individuals united only by their sexual conduct and subjective internal sense of
gender. The lack of clarity around the meaning of SOGI discrimination
contributes to these concerns. In Western societies that have adopted SOGI
non-discrimination laws, mere disagreement over same-sex marriage has
led to state punishment of religious believers.105
A report prepared for the Organisation of Islamic Conference (OIC)
views SOGI-based claims as “the most controversial subject” pitching “traditional societies in the Muslim and most African countries as well as many
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of the religious communities against Western societies,” where activists
are “lobbying hard” to claim SOGI “as one’s inherent human right based
on individuals’ choice and consent.”106 The OIC Report underscores that
Muslims hold “no specific animus against homosexual individuals”; rather,
they disapprove of sexual behavior that goes against their religious beliefs.107
The report considers that special rights for so-called “sexual minorities,”
which is not a legal term of art,108 are unnecessary as international human
rights law has enough clear provisions to combat human rights violations,
including violence and discrimination, against any person or group on any
ground. The report considers that sexual orientation has no legal foundation in human rights law and that this vague term was never defined or
accepted in any human rights instrument or U.N. document by the consensus of member states.
The OIC report considers that “the slanted narrative of ‘genderless marriage’ and ‘alternative form of family’” based on one’s “claim of genetically
predisposed ‘sexual orientation’” as a basis of seeking “specific protective
laws” is a “suicidal social experiment.”109 Islamic teachings, and indeed,
mainstream Judeo-Christian teachings, do not support homosexual conduct as an identity or the norm.110 It recognises that debates about whether
homosexuality is inborn and immutable or whether reparative therapy is
possible for gender identity disorder are heavily politicized.111
The OIC report supports the traditional view of marriage and family,
which it considers “under assault” by those who argue marriage is based
on so-called heteronormative biases or based on sex stereotypes and who
seek to radically redefine it as the “union of any two persons.”112 Indeed,
a person identifying as homosexual and a heterosexual person have the
equal right to marry someone of the opposite sex, provided other conditions are observed, for example, age, blood relation, and not already being
married. What is being demanded is not equal access to marriage as an
existing good, but demands for “the transformation of that good,”113 that
is, to redefine marriage.
There are, of course, human rights to which all human beings are entitled, regardless of sexual orientation or preference, such as the right to
vote, to a fair trial, and equal pay for equal work. As such, each claim must
be examined on its merits to see if it is based on an objective and reasonable classification. But these sharply divergent views underscore a lack of
consensus about the issue of whether the emerging claims of rights based
solely upon sexual orientation and gender identity constitute universal
human rights.
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Same-Sex Marriage and Subsidiarity in Europe
Some jurisdictions, including Western Europe, have recognized samesex marriage based on a constitutional right to privacy or equality.114
However, the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) in Schalk and Kopf
v Austria also recognizes that states have a valid interest in legally protecting the traditional definition of marriage.115 There was little common
ground between contracting states in Europe about such sensitive areas
of social, political, and religious controversy, owing to the differing cultural, historical, and philosophical differences of these states. Further,
the Constitutions of Poland, Bulgaria, Slovak Republic, Croatia, Slovenia
and Hungary affirm marriage as a union between a man and a woman,
underscoring the lack of even a regional—much less a global—consensus
on whether equality and non-discrimination require the recognition of
‘same-sex marriage.’
Thus, regarding controversial issues like same-sex marriage or euthanasia,116 European states enjoy a wide margin of appreciation, with the ECHR
leaving the matter to the national authorities and democratic deliberation.
To act otherwise would be to “lose sight of the subsidiary nature” of the
ECHR’s international enforcement machinery.117 The domestic margin of
appreciation goes hand in hand with European supervision. The court has
permitted restrictions on convention rights such as expressive freedoms
where the domestic laws of the contracting parties lack “a uniform European conception of morals” and where the views taken by these laws as
to what morals require varies both in time and place. Given that national
authorities were in “direct and continuous contact with the vital forces of
their countries,” the ECHR considered these state authorities were better
positioned than international judges to give an opinion on “the exact content of these requirements” and the necessity of restrictions.118

Human Rights Treaty Law
No U.N. human rights treaty explicitly prohibits discrimination on the
grounds of sexual orientation, although regional treaties or some domestic
constitutions have done so.119 Indeed, activists have opined there are “two
particular omissions” in the UDHR: Sexual orientation and gender identity
are not mentioned in article 2. Nor does article 16 explicitly establish rights
for same-sex couples to marry and found a family. The issue was clearly
not raised during the drafting of the UDHR in 1948 or during the drafting
of the 1966 covenants.
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This omission is described as “understandable” since “a new normative
context around sexual orientation and transgender status has only emerged
in the past 20 years.”120 While there is a growing trend of international
human right bodies recognizing these, the issue remains fiercely contested.
The grounds of prohibited discrimination are not closed, and attempts are
being made to declare or imply a new right and park it under the apparently
all-encompassing category of “other status,” or to expansively read existing
rights or principle. This raises the question of what constitutes a legitimate
interpretative approach in construing treaties.
If a treaty vests an adjudicatory body with powers to make binding judgements, this creates binding treaty obligations for state parties only, not for
third parties.121 If the treaty declares pre-existing CIL or has the effect of
crystallizing CIL at the moment of adoption or subsequently generates a
CIL rule through widespread consistent state practice, the treaty norm is
generally binding qua CIL norm, not qua treaty norm.122 Factors like the
extensiveness of ratification, the number of reservations affect the assessment of whether such extensive consensus has been reached, pointing to
the generality of a putative CIL norm.123
In the absence of a U.N. human rights court, regional human rights courts,
such as the Inter-American Court of Human Rights for example, have read
“any other social condition” under article 1(1) of the American Convention
on Human Rights to include “sexual orientation discrimination,” which
could be limited only by “weighty reasons.”124 These decisions bind state
parties in contentious cases as a treaty obligation.125
Certain human rights bodies may have monitoring or quasi-judicial
powers, but no U.N. treaty authorizes a treaty body to issue binding decisions on state parties when considering their state reports, only “concluding
observations”126 and recommendations; such bodies may also issue general
comments on specific treaty clauses that are hortatory, not mandatory.
When optional protocols authorize individuals to send communications
alleging human rights violations to a monitoring body, that treaty body may
examine the communication and transmit its views with its recommendations to the concerned parties.127 They do not have judicial power to issue
binding judgements or to declare law by fiat, though the interactions of
these bodies with state parties may provide evidence of emerging norms.
In this dialogical process, these bodies can push an agenda through
publicity, as when the HRC frequently raises sexual orientation issues in
relation to criminal law, the workplace, and the lack of anti-discrimination
legislation or educational programs to combat negative attitudes toward
homosexuality.128
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Many human rights bodies with cosmopolitan drives have sought to promote their vision of substantive equality by expansively interpreting what
equality and non-discrimination requires or by a radical interpretation of
the text not contemplated by the authors of an instrument. A prominent
example is when the HRC, under ICCPR articles 2 and 26, opined that sex
(a biological concept) could be interpreted to encompass sexual orientation
and gender identity (social constructs) in Toonen v Australia.129 The decision
itself was based on the committee’s view that the right to privacy under
article 17(1) of the ICCPR was violated by the Tasmanian Criminal Code
criminalizing homosexual conduct. In a later decision, the HRC stated that
sexual orientation was covered by the “other status” grounds of article 26,
rather than as an aspect of sex.130
To read sexual orientation into “sex” is a method that has no basis in historical intent or, indeed, the conventional method of treaty interpretation,
as set out in the Vienna Convention of the Law of Treaties (VCLT).131 What
the text meant to the parties collectively when they were negotiating or ratifying the treaty in question needs to be examined to see whether there was
intent to include a particular implicit ground of discrimination.132 The point
is to detect the parties’ intention, not to supplant them, as U.N. bureaucrats
do not have legislative powers to speak for the international community—
nor do U.N. monitoring bodies have determinative power to declare what
the treaty means. It does not appear from any of the discussions during
the 20 years between the adoption of UDHR article 2 and ICCPR articles 2
and 26 that there was any contemplation of the non-discrimination clause
requiring states to repeal laws criminalizing certain forms of sexual conduct.
During that time, most nations had laws against homosexual conduct and
similar practices, which were considered contrary to public morality.133
Article 31 of the VCLT provides that treaties shall be interpreted “in good
faith” to ascertain the “ordinary meaning” given to treaty terms “in their
context” and “in light of its object or purpose.”134 Recourse to the travaux
preparatoires is permissible to confirm a reading, under VCLT article 31,
unless such reading is ambiguous, obscure, or leads to a “manifestly absurd
or unreasonable” result under VCLT article 32. Article 31(3) provides that
any subsequent agreement or subsequent practice regarding the interpretation of the treaty may be considered. For example, if most state parties, after
signing a treaty containing no express “sexual orientation discrimination”
prohibition, evince a pattern of repealing laws criminalizing homosexual
conduct and relate this to a need to comply with international human rights
obligations, this may furnish evidence of state agreement that the treaty
was meant to address and invalidate such laws. Absent such patterns, the
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evidence is less compelling, as when a state party attaches a declaration
or reservation indicating contrary intent. Indeed, if a state repeals such
legislation without reference to the need to fulfill human rights obligations,
this does not provide material evidence of CIL, as reasons for amending a
law may lie in political compromise and desire to please special interest
groups or constituents.
There is no necessary connection between legalizing a once-criminalized
practice in the name of equality, non-discrimination, and accession to a
human rights treaty; what is required is a sense of legal compulsion as proof
of opinio juris. State parties vary widely in their attitudes and practices
toward homosexual conduct, from treating it as a right to treating it as a
violation of a public good. Where legislatures genuinely object to certain
conduct and are not seeking to persecute people on the basis of a “status,”
there can be no consensus that a treaty with a non-discrimination guarantee
should be read as prohibiting distinction on grounds of sexual orientation.
Even if it is the view of the treaty-monitoring committee, these views do not
bind state parties or reflect the emergence of a CIL norm, as the practice of
state parties must be factored in.

Argument by Reiteration
Toonen is celebrated as a strategy for advancing the SOGI agenda in an
international forum at a stage in history when the agenda had little traction
before legislatures and courts, producing a decision that could be used to
precipitate domestic legal changes. While the views of human rights treaty
bodies are not enforceable and easier for states to ignore than legally binding judgements, it has been noted these are “widely published, and carry
significant moral and persuasive authority.”135 A HRC decision influenced
the Australian Parliament to enact laws rendering Tasmania’s law against
homosexual conduct ineffective. There is a tendency to use quasi-judicial
language to confer an aura of authority upon these bodies’ recommendations.136 Further, non-binding HRC decisions are treated like precedent,
framed as asserted rules of law, and cited repeatedly by U.N. bureaucrats,137
committees,138 and even some foreign courts139 sympathetic to expansive
readings of equality, non-discrimination, and privacy rights.
Many U.N. bodies and officials later cited Toonen as though it were
authoritative precedent: This is an exercise in self-validation and not an
accurate assessment of state practice and opinio juris, nor is it a legitimate
interpretation of a legal right. Similar to the “living tree” approach to constitutional interpretation, in which the constitution as an organic instrument
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is read in a “progressive” manner to adapt it to changing times, elite judges
or bureaucrats are assumed to know what progressivism requires, despite
difficulties because “progress is a comparative of which we have not settled
the superlative.”140 This type of interpretive method discounts historical
intent, precedent, and even principle, in favor of the judicial imposition of
subjective political preferences as an exercise in counter-majoritarianism.
It is unclear why a judge would do a better job than “majoritarian politics” in
discerning what a progressive rights interpretation might be, given there is
no uncontroversial theory of what minority interests deserve protection.141
“Living tree” approaches may be endorsed in certain jurisdictions, but they
also attract criticisms of judicial overreach or juristocracy. Some consider
that the rule of law and separation of powers is undermined where courts
operate as second legislative chambers, a role certain judiciaries assiduously
reject.142 Various regional human rights courts and U.N. bureaucrats appear to
favor reading human rights treaties as “living instruments,”143—discounting
historical intent—and allow their preferred value-laden interpretations to be
advanced. This renders texts infinitely malleable, enlisted to serve whatever
the interpreter deems a worthy cause. The strategy of reiteration is to keep
repeating opinions until they achieve actual or perceived canonical status,
with successive iterations relying for authority mostly upon one another.
Each victory is celebrated as the acme of progressivism, and dissenting views
are silenced through intimidation, shaming, and slurs.
State parties of human rights treaties do not regard comments by treaty
bodies as legally binding,144 though their statements may exert political
pressure and influence national courts. Hence, a wide divide may exist
between state practice and the opinions of treaty bodies and U.N. personnel,145 which are neither authoritative nor persuasive. The question of how
and who should interpret open-textured treaty terms boils down to one of
institutional competence and propriety.

Soft-Law Instruments
Activists have invoked soft international law declarations or political
documents in legal non-discrimination arguments as a political strategy
to advance certain interpretations of texts or in hopes of generating CIL.
While some see soft-law norms in instruments like General Assembly resolutions carrying the support of some states as evidence of an emerging
trend pointing to a human rights norm, others view them as indicating the
absence of opinio juris in the face of sustained opposition, thus depriving
the resolution of any legal authority.146
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Private actors, describing themselves as a “distinguished groups of human
rights experts” and activists, have issued non-binding documents such as the
2007 Yogyakarta Principles: Principles on the Application of International
Human Rights Law in Relation to Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
(YP),147 which they characterize as representing the current state of international human rights law as it relates to SOGI issues. This document claims to
draw on treaty provisions and CIL norms that deal with equality and non-discrimination in general.148 The YP were updated and extended in 2017. Efforts
have been made to promote it149 and track its impact.150
Rather than reflecting the existing state of international law, the YP
introduces radical interpretations of existing and novel rights, raising the
banner of preventing “discrimination” to promote a radical agenda with
implications for law, family life, and sexuality. These have been challenged
as “an affront to all human and especially natural rights”151and rejected,
demonstrating a failure of consensus.152 Certain YP principles threaten to
truncate other human rights, such as expressive freedoms that, it argues,
must not be exercised in a way that “violates the rights and freedom of persons of diverse sexual orientations and gender identities.” Demands that
education be enlisted to promote respect for diverse sexual orientations or
that society support gender transitioning and reassignment programs are
controversial: They seek to use state power to impose moral fiats, precipitating clashes with social conservatives and those of religious conscience,
particularly of the Abrahamic faiths.
The YP are not the product of government negotiation and agreement, but
of a group of self-selecting experts, U.N. bureaucrats, and LGBT (Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, and Transgender) pressure groups attempting to present a radical
social policy vision as binding norms. Some states have utilized it as a tool:
France made an explicit reference to the YP in a Joint Statement on SOGI it
sponsored issued in December 2009, although Ireland, Malta, and Poland
demanded this reference be removed.153 Nonetheless, it is clear that activists
will continue to rally around the YP to try shape debate around its terms, to
enhance its appearance of being authoritative, and to pass off lex ferenda as lex
lata.154 This, is in spite of criticisms that it constitutes a misinterpretation of
the non-discrimination clauses contained in long-established human rights
instruments and that sexual orientation is a vague term lacking legal foundation in any international human rights instrument and not agreed to by the
general membership of the UN. Furthermore, Principle 2 of the YP seeks to
elevate discrimination on grounds of SOGI to an effective trump—with no
room for reasonable accommodation since equality is to be realized “whether
or not the enjoyment of another human right is also affected.”155
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This is nothing short of a power grab in service of a political project,
without consideration for other human rights. Yogyakarta Principles
drafter Michael O’Flaherty offered a provocative view that the reference in article 3 of the ICCPR to the “equal right of men and women” to
enjoy ICCPR rights gave an elevated status to the prohibition against
sexual discrimination. Since he deems sex interchangeable with sexual
orientation, he relied on article 3 for the radical proposition that article
3 apparently “appears to elevate the suspect nature of sexual orientation-related discrimination to a higher level than that of the other listed
categories.”156
Judicial reception towards using the YP as a guide to interpreting broad
concepts like privacy and equality have been mixed. While the Nepalese
Supreme Court cited YP definitions of SOGI,157 the Philippines Supreme
Court held that the obligations outlined in the YP “were not reflective
of the current state of international law,” had no grounding in the list
of formal sources under article 38(1) of the Statute of the International
Court of Justice, and were not binding at international law.158 The petitioner, it argued, had not “undertaken any objective and rigorous analysis”
to ascertain the “true status” of “these alleged principles of international
law” which were at best, de lege ferenda, or simply “well-meaning desires.”
The court observed:
[N]ot everything that society—or a certain segment of society—wants or
demands is automatically a human right. This is not an arbitrary human
intervention that may be added to or subtracted from at will. It is unfortunate
that much of what passes for human rights today is a much broader context
of needs that identifies many social desires as rights in order to further claims
that international law obliges states to sanction these innovations. This has the
effect of diluting real human rights and is a result of the notion that if “wants”
are couched in “rights” language, then they are no longer controversial.159

The judicial role in addressing emotionally-charged social issues in
which “societal attitudes are in flux,” where even “the psychiatric and religious communities are divided in opinion,” was not to impose its own views.
Rather courts should “apply the Constitution and the law,” uninfluenced
by public opinion, confident in the belief that “our democracy is resilient
enough to withstand vigorous debate.”160 Soft law norms may precipitate
debate, but it is not a foregone conclusion that they will “harden” over time
to become binding law.
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Problems with New Interpretations of
Equality and Non-Discrimination
In implementing human rights, much harm can be done “if not entrusted
to the care of impartial, efficient and reliable institutions.”161 Within the
domestic context, debates over individual rights are struggled over “through
a process of public debate, informed by the opinions (rarely unanimous)
of professional elites.” Authoritative institutions may revise decisions. To
prevent the imposition of the diktat of an unelected, unaccountable bureaucratic elite and the politicization of human rights law, “We need to have
something like that [the equivalent of domestic processes and debate] in a
form suitable to the international arena.”162
This is particularly important in relation to equality and non-discrimination, given their potential far-reaching effects in encompassing all laws and
policies—even their potential horizontal application to private actors. Given
the proclivity of many U.N. human rights actors to adopt expansive value-laden
interpretations of this principle and to discount historical intent or general
state agreement, it is important to be aware of the negative impact certain
strains of substantive equality poses to freedom of public discourse, democratic
will and other competing human rights and goods, contrary to the principle
that human rights should be universal, indivisible, and mutually reinforcing.

Taking Seriously the Law of Sources and
the Universality of Human Rights
The principle of equality and non-discrimination is central to the human
rights movement,163 given that human rights are the only universal rights.
However, to assert that everyone should enjoy equal rights is rhetorical,
providing little guidance on how to implement and realize a human right.
Because of its open-textured nature, there is a danger that equality and
non-discrimination may become empty vessels to be filled with one’s preferred political philosophy or prey to political capture. This is evident in the
use of non-discrimination to drive changes to law and sexuality, for example.
Given the diverse conceptions of equality, this cannot be discussed in the
abstract, but must be grounded in history and context. While law is not
static and does change, it must be changed by legitimate processes.
In order to uphold the integrity of human rights law, a distinction must be
preserved between core human rights as legal rights and contested political
claims. Caution is needed against the sort of reckless activism that ignores
the fact that rights have duties and that the existence of a duty “has to be
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established beyond pointing to the value of the right to the right-holder.”164 Attempts to use human rights terminology to legitimate a politically
charged agenda will politicize human rights and devalue their currency. The
legitimacy of human rights will be undermined where it acts to service the
one-sided championing of liberal progressivist or fundamental libertarian
values, “some of which run counter to the cardinal beliefs of various religious traditions.” To maintain credibility, human rights law must operate
as the “ius gentium of our times, the common law of nations.”165
The development and application of human rights law must adhere
to general international law principles and doctrines that largely rest on
state consent, mitigated by the idea that this is constrained by higher law
principles drawing from the natural law/natural rights tradition. Human
rights law must broadly have the support of the will of the international
community as a whole, and the views of the international community of
states cannot be discounted in ascertaining the juridical status and normative content of a norm. Just as human rights law does not rest in theory
on majority will, neither does it turn on minority will. An unrepresentative
cosmopolitan elite is not empowered to declare the law for the rest of the
world as keepers of the standard of civilization as they define it. Soft-law
claims should not be carelessly treated as international legal obligations.
National courts and authorities have the liberty to receive or reject soft law
claims since these only provide guidelines, not obligations.
It undermines the universality of human rights law to claim that a controversial putative right is a human right. All such claims must be assessed
and have a basis in treaty, CIL, or possibly general principles of law that
would require said right to be present in all major legal systems, common
and civil law, Islamic, Buddhist, communitarian, and liberal democracies.
This is important, to avoid “human rightism,”166 which confuses and conflates the categories of law and human rights ideology.
On rights claims that implicate matters of political and moral controversy, these should be debated before democratic domestic forums in order
to respect the principles of national sovereignty and non-interference in
internal affairs. This is distinct from the principle that established human
rights are matters of international concern.

Legitimate Difference of Views and a
Global Margin of Appreciation
Author Susan Marks admits that “gender and sexuality politics may well
appear less global when viewed from other vantage points,”167 in which light,
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to see sexual orientation discrimination as a settled matter is itself a European or North American perspective. There is a legitimate difference of
views in this matter, shaped by national constitutional commitments and
varied theories of judicial review in relation to structuring the parameters of
rights and public goods and according weight to historical intent, precedent,
principles, or moral theory.
Constitutions may specify what constitutes prohibited discrimination
that courts are to give effect to or may give courts counter-majoritarian
checks to develop these grounds through more open-textured provisions
prohibiting discrimination on enumerated and analogous grounds.168
Courts may demonstrate fidelity to the constitutional text in enforcing
an explicit ground of discrimination169 or in refusing to read in an implied
ground on the basis that this should be by way of constitutional amendment
where this is a viable possibility. Courts develop tests of legitimate differentiation based on criteria of necessity, reasonableness, or proportionality,
which are shaped by contextual factors like culture and political philosophy.
Courts may take sides on contested issues, such as whether homosexuality
is immutable and warrants protection by prohibiting sexual orientation
discrimination, or decline to do so, according to specific conceptions of separation of powers.170 While some courts have found that laws criminalizing
sodomy, which distinguish between heterosexual and homosexual conduct,
can be justified on grounds of public morality, others take a contrary view. 171
In Toonen, the HRC opined that treating sodomy laws as “moral issues”
for “domestic decision” would immunize state interferences with privacy.172 Former U.S. Supreme Court Justice Anthony Kennedy in Lawrence
v Texas173 noted that the court’s obligation was to “define the liberty of all,
not to mandate our own moral code” drawn from tradition and religious
beliefs. This is disingenuous insofar as it suggests such a definition of liberty
is “neutral” and does not entail imposing a moral norm.
The reality is that moral decisions are unavoidable, with one public
morality norm being replaced by the liberal vision of public morality, which
treats heterosexual and homosexual sexual expression and partnership as
morally equivalent. The latter assumes the state is being “neutral”174 when
allowing individuals to decide on their personal vision of the good, based
on the meta-liberal norm of individual autonomy. The liberal theory of the
good, based on consent and desire, is not neutral in espousing hedonism.175
Indeed, the enactment of “hate speech” laws to penalize speech that ostensibly promotes or incites sexual orientation discrimination brings about the
re-moralized state that centralizes and deploys power to bring about a certain way of thinking about public sexual morality. This could violate other
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human rights like freedom of thought and religious belief, as well as stifle
legitimate public debate and free speech. One man’s hate speech is another
man’s political critique. Comparative analysis reveals no uniform approach.
Other courts consider public morality a legitimate legislative purpose
since the state is not wholly without authority to regulate matters concerning sexual morality such as bestiality, incest, and child sex grooming; indeed,
some courts appreciate that social values shape what equality requires,176 and
that legislation is needed to protect the “moral ethos of society as a whole.”177
However such laws that affect privacy by criminalizing private sexual conduct
are subject to tests of proportionality, necessity, and reasonable classification.178
To merely invoke “equality” to argue against differing ages of consent
for homosexual and heterosexual sex, for example, is to cynically deploy
equality as “a mask for a substantive conception of the good which informs
the distinctions and values at play.”179 Equality claims disguise hidden
assumptions. There is a certain dishonesty, or at least inconsistency,
between assertions that “decriminalization does not imply disapproval”180
(in relation to sodomy law and privacy under the ECHR) and the argument
that laws criminalizing homosexual conduct have a negative health impact
(in that many homosexuals will not seek medical treatment for fear of the
stigma). Implicitly, the assumption is that decriminalizing sodomy will
remove the stigma associated with homosexuality and encourage more
homosexuals to seek medical care when society approves of or morally
equates homosexuality and heterosexuality.181 Decriminalization, the
removal of legal sanction, does signify or signal moral approval, which is
a precursor for securing the advance of the far-reaching LGBT agenda.182
Arguably, when a proposed human right benefits a favored class of society while diminishing the human rights of others, it should be subject to
rigorous democratic debate to ascertain the implications of such a claim. A
human right not to be discriminated against on the basis of sexual orientation,
which implicates a contested vision of equality, should not be prematurely
declared a human right in order to quarantine it from further interrogation
as to whether it adheres and coheres with the existing human rights corpus.
In this respect, the ECHR in Frette v France,183 held that adoption laws
that drew a distinction between would-be homosexual and heterosexual
adopters were justifiable, given the diversity of national approaches to gay
adoption within contracting states. This same margin of appreciation was
recognized in Schalk and Kopf v Austria184 in relation to same-sex marriage. While certain jurisdictions, as in North America, may recognize a
constitutional right to same-sex marriage, this does not make it a universal
human right. Even U.N. bureaucrats and human rights officials recognize
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there is no international human right to same-sex marriage185 drawing from
equality or privacy, although they call for the legal recognition of same-sex
couples and conferring upon them the same benefits traditionally married
partners enjoy.186 This, however, skips over the unsettled issue of whether
unisex couples should receive this legal recognition or whether homosexual partnerships are morally equivalent to traditional marriage between
a man and a woman. Such matters, which impinge on cultural traditions
and religious sensitivities, are matters warranting robust public discussion,
which is preferable to invoking equality to sneak in a privileged ethic, while
pretending to be agnostic about the good.
Within a global setting in which fundamental value divergences are
more acute, it is important to recognise a global margin of appreciation in
interpreting contested rights claims and protecting a range of acceptable
practices to vindicate the values of pluralism, subsidiarity, and democratic
will. No global body is authorised to impose a diktat over a morally charged
controversy with a far-reaching social agenda such as sexual orientation as
a prohibited basis of discrimination, disregarding the agreement of states
and national democratic processes.187

Clash of Rights: Sexual-Orientation Discrimination and the
Assault on the Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms
Human rights co-exist in the same political space and may sometimes
qualify each other. Any new human rights claim must be assessed for how it
impacts other human rights and public goods. To exalt one putative human
right to trump all others would be one-sided. To be fair, any emphasis on one
human right over another must flow from its status as a peremptory norm
and, even then, this does not preclude the need to optimize the enjoyment
of all human rights.
Principles of SOGI discrimination in particular, have far-reaching188
and negative effects on public discourse—and threaten to diminish other
human rights.189 This is evident in the far-reaching, intrusive demands of
the SOGI discrimination agenda, set forth in documents like the YP and
the reports and statements of some U.N. human rights officials that do not
carry the broad support of states and the international community as a
whole. These “new rights” run roughshod over established human rights
with no attempt to achieve a reasonable accommodation or to give due consideration to competing human rights and public goods.190 To advance these
new rights involves promoting soft-law principle in the guise of universally
binding norms.
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Right to Education. Demands that governments should promote tolerance and respect for diverse sexual orientations through public education
programs aimed against “homophobia” and “transphobia”191 through “comprehensive sexuality education”192 violate the human right of parents to instill
values in their children. The failure to allow parents to opt their children out
of public education on sexual morality contrary to their convictions would
violate the prior right of parents “to choose the kind of education that shall
be given to their children” as proclaimed in article 26(3) of the UDHR.
There are problems, too, insofar as the contents of “sexual orientation”
are vague, and not every sexual orientation warrants protection, for example, bestiality, incest, necrophilia, pedophilia, polyamory, etc., are legally
prohibited or socially frowned upon.193 Where is the line to be drawn
between acceptable and unacceptable sexual orientation, and who has the
authority to do this?
Freedom of Religion and Expression. Expansive readings of non-discrimination on grounds like sexual orientation promotes liberty and
equality for some at the expense of equality and liberty for others—particularly in relation to freedom of religion, conscience and expression, as
protected under articles 18 and 19 of the UDHR.
Statement 19(d) of the YP advocates that notions of public order and public
morality should not be used “in a discriminatory manner” to restrict free expression “that affirms diverse sexual orientation or gender identities.” In the same
breath, statement 19(e) advocates that states ensure freedom of expression “does
not violate the rights and freedoms of persons of diverse sexual orientations and
gender identities.”194 This gives one sector of a community superior rights to
other sectors, which is inegalitarian. Further, 19(e) of the YP is broad enough to
be weaponized to shut down debate on reparative therapy195 or views questioning
the assumptions of the LGBT agenda in relation to “heteronormativity,” by
proclaiming views that question LGBT assumptions be hate speech or a form
of psychological harm that violates “human rights.” If all that homosexualism
activists demonize as heretical is hate speech subject to legal or social sanction, the pillars of a free society that human rights are supposed to support are
imperiled as moral dissent is then silenced by law or bullying tactics.
Principle 21 of YP would downgrade freedom of thought, conscience and
religion by declaring they cannot be invoked to justify laws denying equal
protection on the basis of SOGI and requiring that religious convictions
about SOGI and their expression “is not undertaken in a manner incompatible with human rights.”196 This is vague and could conceivably apply
to a religious publication that states that homosexuality is a moral wrong,
curbing religious speech.197
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In the face of increasing calls to SOGI diversity, intolerance is demonstrated toward viewpoint diversity and other liberties like religious freedom,
as where religious believers are expected to bear the burden and costs of
their own lack of conformity in relation to views of sexual morality contrary
to the non-negotiable tenets of their faith.198 In various sexual orientation
discrimination cases, individuals and organizations suffer detriment for
adhering to their convictions supporting a more traditional sexual ethic,
such as hoteliers who refused to let out rooms to homosexual couples or
Roman Catholic adoption agencies who refuse to consider homosexual
couples as prospective adoptive parents. If the primary principle is the
best interests of the child, can it be argued that same-sex households are
not in the child’s best interests or must the contrary be assumed? Although
co-equal rights may qualify each other, sexual orientation discrimination
may operate as a trump card, such that when no reasonable attempt is made
to accommodate the conscientious objection of a registrar who refused to
conduct a homosexual civil partnership ceremony, as all employees were
expected to conform to the council’s conception of equality. This coerces
individuals to assent to what they do not agree with, which is oppressive.199
U.N. bureaucrats have approved the launching of national public education campaigns to “counter homophobia and transphobia,”200 where a
re-moralized state would impose a publicly endorsed ethic towards sexuality. This trivializes freedom of conscience, religious freedom, and the
rights of faith communities and their members to free speech and the right
to engage in legitimate public debate, as a facet of the right to political
participation.201
No Trumping Human Rights. When rights compete, different weighting of the public values a right embodies takes place. When U.N. officials and
bodies are one-sided in privileging only the “human rights” of one sector of
the community rather than the human rights of all, this suggests a lack of
objectivity. When the prohibition against discrimination on sexual-orientation grounds operates to violate or unduly truncate other human rights,
this goes against the principle of treating all human rights “on the same
footing and with the same emphasis.”202 This discredits the entire human
rights movement.
The bias of U.N. officials is also evident in their ideological, non-scientific
use of terms like “homophobia” and “transphobia,”203 which are not mental
diseases (as the term phobia suggests), but are rather pejorative slurs used
against those who morally dissent from the tenets of the homosexual rights
agenda. To presume to intrude into freedom of thought and conscience
is to endorse a brand of cultural totalitarianism, enforced by the state or
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private actors in the name of human rights through political correctness
codes or abusing hate speech legislation to silence dissenting views. Free
society is imperiled when the human right to free speech and moral dissent
is given insufficient weight, threatening the values of liberty and equality
that human rights law is supposed to protect.
Resistance and Divisiveness. It is not surprising that the expansive
use of non-discrimination on controversial grounds of sexual orientation
discrimination has caused polarization and divisiveness among members of
the international community who have begun to push back: “Where there
is power, there is resistance.”204
Religious groups in particular205 who view the LGBT agenda as a threat to
religious and other freedoms have begun to warn against the mainstreaming
and presentation of homosexuality as a normal expression of human sexuality (as opposed to morally wrongful conduct or a gender identity disorder).
This points to the clash of incommensurate values. An OIC report cautioned
against efforts to use the banner of non-discrimination to promote “radical,
sexual and gender agendas related to sensitive issues regarding family, family
life, or sexuality.”206 It called out agencies who seek to establish “controversial and unagreed[-]upon so[-]called human rights that may compromise or
undermine our religious or cultural norms.”207 In the long run, this practice in
may do harm to the progressive development of international human rights
law, including areas where there is hard-earned, established consensus.
Given the arguments that SOGI discrimination is an attempt to impose
radical ideologies that gain little traction within national legal systems
through the back door of human rights and that the equation of “sex” and
“sexual orientation” is controversial, advocates should draft their own
declaration or convention on LGBT rights and put it up for free and full
debate and for a vote within the U.N. General Assembly and before states for
them to consider ratifying such a treaty. This is preferable to piggybacking
on other human rights treaties like the CEDAW or the CRC, which were
designed to address other pressing matters. A sexual-orientation-specific
instrument would provide the forum for LGBT activists and their state allies
to put forth their concerns and demands on their own terms, so that these
could be clearly understood, assessed as claims for equal or special treatment, fully and honestly debated, and accepted, rejected, or accommodated.

Recommendations
To maintain the progress in the acceptance and application of human
rights globally, it is important that the human rights project not be hijacked
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by politicized agendas. To be credible, there must be integrity in maintaining the distinction between lex lata (law) and lex ferenda (soft law, or an
emerging norm which has yet to attain legal status). Policymakers can then
with confidence work to ensure the observance and protection of ‘core’
recognized human rights norms, while making arguments about emerging
claims in a transparent, reason-based manner to promote their acceptance
as legal obligations.
l

l

l

Policymakers should guard against the politicization of human
rights by distinguishing between core human rights and contested
human rights claims that are not grounded in international sources of
law like treaty and CIL. The opinions of U.N. experts and bodies, while
influential, are not binding.
Policymakers should adopt a holistic view of rights, duties and
goods as reflected in article 29 of the UDHR, rather than a one-sided
balancing process that privileges a certain ideology. The right of
“equality and non-discrimination” is not an absolute one and should
not be treated as a special trump card against competing human rights
and goods. Since moral judgements are impossible to evade, the moral
dimension underlying law should be part of the balancing exercise,
rather than arbitrarily shutting out other visions of public morality
(usually the traditional ones). Ignoring religious views in particularly
will cause disquiet and damage the good the entire human rights
project can do. Politicizing human rights has already elicited pushback,
as human rights standards and obligations cannot be developed by
ignoring an important sector of the international community.
Policymakers should be vocal about how it is counterproductive to attempt to create controversial new “rights” or
standards by misinterpreting the International Bill of Rights
and other international treaties that U.N. member states never
articulated or agreed to. Such attempts devalue the currency of
internationally recognized human rights.208 Aggressive lobbying by
LGBT rights activists has been polarizing and divisive. Some states
do not consider that action that discriminates on the basis of sexual
orientation constitutes a legitimate area of human rights concerns209
and are critical of over-reaching U.N. bureaucrats210 and their illegitimate project of moral neo-colonialism in sexuality matters.
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Varied conceptions of equality, different interpretive methods, and sexual
orientation discrimination in national law have been invoked in ways that
violate human rights. Therefore, policymakers should recognize a global
margin of appreciation to respect principles of pluralism, subsidiary and
the democratic will of national societies. While some jurisdictions may,
for example, recognize same-sex marriage as part of privacy or equality
rights, whether based on the democratic views of that society or their courts,
policymakers should respect the political independence of other states by
letting their societies decide what they wish their social fabric and sense of
social morality to be—without external coercion, pressure, or intervention.

Conclusion
Human rights law is not made by the pronouncements of human rights
experts or monitoring bodies. Though they wield considerable influence in
shaping human rights discourse, they have no authority to impose a moral
diktat by declaring a controversial political claim to be a legal human right.
Attempting to normalize radical interpretations of existing and established human rights norms like equality and non-discrimination through
continually reiterating non-binding opinions as authoritative, complemented by aggressive lobbying, thwarts full and free debate on what should
and should not be recognized as a universal human right. To shortcut the
process by anointing a claim as a human right is an attempt to place the
claim beyond questioning. This abuses “human rights” by using it as an
illiberal trump card,211 embodying a form of moral neo-colonialism in which
assertions are to be believed, not argued for and justified by appeal to the
“reason and conscience” all human beings have.212
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